For full festival information, please visit ceff.eventive.org.
•

The Connectivity Project - Interconnections: Empower Your Students to Shape the Future
Educational film series for distance learning as well as in the classroom, for grades 5 college. Includes curriculum.
o https://www.connectivityproject.com/
o A Video invitation for Teachers
 https://vimeo.com/507793846

•

Young Voices for the Planet - https://www.youngvoicesfortheplanet.com/
o Civic Engagement and Democracy Curriculum https://www.youngvoicesfortheplanet.com/civic-engagement-democracycurriculum/

•

The Story of Stuff - Dozens more animated shorts and documentaries that chart a path to a
more just and sustainable future.
o https://www.storyofstuff.org/

•

The Human Element - https://thehumanelementmovie.com/
o Free Lesson Plans and Film Clips for Educators
 https://thehumanelementmovie.com/#lessons

•

Colorado Alliance for Environmental Education (CAEE) - The Colorado Alliance for
Environmental Education is the professional organization for environmental educators in
Colorado.
o https://caee.org/

•

Bullfrog films - Over the last 46 years, Bullfrog Films has become the leading US publisher
of independently-produced documentaries on environmental and related social justice
issues that point the way to living healthily, happily, and with greater concern for the other
inhabitants of this planet, and for our descendants.
o http://www.bullfrogfilms.com/

•

Kiss the Ground (for schools) - For teachers, educators, schools, community organizers and
home schoolers order a free 45-minute-long Educational Version of the Kiss the Ground
movie and a free DVD with both the 85 minute long feature and the educational cut.
o https://kissthegroundmovie.com/for-schools/

•

Environmental Protection Agency - EPA activities and programs that support
environmental education, including professional development, youth and educator
recognition, and grants.
o https://www.epa.gov/education
o http://www.youtube.com/user/USEPAgov (Educational videos)
o https://www.epa.gov/education/presidents-environmental-youth-award
o https://www.epa.gov/education/presidential-innovation-award-environmentaleducators

•

Talk to the Camera - We turn screen time into hands-on, interactive FUN! From near or far!
LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION, FUN!
o https://talktothecamera.com/

•

Your True Nature - https://www.yourtruenature.com/
o How to write Your Own Advice - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TR6TkOWiAkE
o Bookmarks - https://www.yourtruenature.com/collections/bookmarks
o Notes and Music - https://www.yourtruenature.com/collections/books-and-music
o Nature as a Teacher - FREE, Ready-to-use, K-12 curricula for Environmental
Education and FREE Advice posters and un-laminated Advice bookmarks for use
with the downloadable Advice curriculum guide. "Advice" provides interaction
between people and nature and provides meaning in students' lives. It offers
inspiration and guidance to student positive behavior and seeing the world from a
different perspective.” - An excited teacher
 https://www.yourtruenature.com/pages/teach
o Learning Links - https://www.yourtruenature.com/pages/learning-links
o Art and Writing - https://www.yourtruenature.com/pages/activities

For Teachers: Below is a list of all the films included in the CEFF 4 Classroom On-Demand Film Collection for
2021 as well as a number of discussion questions that can be used as conversation starters for your class.
Enjoy!

Never Too Small
● Who did Mason reach out to for information about climate change?
● What did he find out from his source was causing climate change?
● Besides temperature increases, what did he find out are results of emissions of greenhouse gases?
(Changing rainfall patterns, timings of seasons, arctic melting feedback loop, flooding, forest fires)
● Do you feel like there is anything that you can do to decrease climate change?
● How can kids help? (kids voices are powerful; Take notice in home, school and community; Callout
parents when not recycling, turning off lights, wasting water, etc.; Promote recycling and gardening at
school)
The Sad Truth-Is Climate Change Making Our Earth Warmer?
● How does Maiana highlight climate change in Chicago? In Venice?
● Which place has felt the greater impact so far?
● What impacts are anticipated in the US? Have any been seen so far? (Floods - Mississippi River, western
states wildfires, hurricanes, tornadoes)
● What impact can we anticipate for our summers? (hotter temperatures; heat waves, sunburn, faster ice
cream melting; rising oceans; reduce beaches, flood coastal homes)
● What can we do? (get educated; find solutions – reduce carbon emissions, conserve resources, etc.; take
action – demand renewable energy – participate in protests – vote)
● What does the quote from Robert Swan – “The greatest threat to our planet is the belief that someone
else will save it.” mean to you?
Is Climate Change Making the Mosquitoes Worse in my Backyard?
● The climate in Flagstaff is warmer and drier. Would you expect a warmer and drier climate to produce
more or less mosquitoes?
● What did Julia find out from the entomologist? (More mosquitoes due to warmer temps and different
species that like the sun instead of the shade)
● What did Julia do to try to reduce the mosquito population in her yard?
● What advice did the climate scientist suggest to slow down changing climate? (Change amount of
energy we use and move to produce more renewable energy – avoid driving cars; Change the types of
products we use – eat less meat and dairy – eat locally produced foo; Change our leaders by voting in
those who will support laws for change to the type of energy we produce)

Chasing Water
● The water for the Colorado River starts as snowmelt from 14,000’ peaks high in Rocky Mountain
National Park in Colorado. Where does your water come from? Trace the path the water in your sink
takes before it comes out of your tap.
● What are some of the “straws” drinking out of the Colorado River?
● Dams like the Hoover, Havasu and Glen Canyon divert water for human use from nature across the
country. What negative effects might dams have on wildlife and ecosystems?
● Las Vegas is using an innovative program to rip up non-native grass lawns and replace them with native
plants. Do you have a lawn or live in a neighborhood with lawns? Are grass and lawns truly necessary?
Why or why not?
● Pete McBride says, “We all eat from the Colorado River” - what does that mean?
● How did you feel when you saw how the mighty Colorado River ends, and the delta that is now missing
due to all the “human straws”? How does the river you depend upon end up? What can we as humans do
personally and on a large scale to change scenarios like this?
Keeping Cave
● Would you like to join a cave club? Why?
● How can cave clubs help the forest service? (bat conservation – cave ecosystems)
● What problems can cave clubs help to investigate? (What? Where? So what?; mapping caves and
resources, track white nose syndrome, tracking graffiti; who goes in, impacts, how to protect)
● What does the term “citizen science” mean to you?
● Are the cave clubs in this film part of citizen science?
● Have you helped with any other type of citizen science?
Big Gums
● What do you take for granted in your life?
● What do the big trees provide for other life around?
● Why did Beau spend the night in the Big Gum? (to experience life from a different angle)
● What animals did Beau anticipate sharing the night with?
● What sounds did he hear?
● Do you feel safe around big trees?
● Can you design a backyard adventure for yourself to “experience life from a different angle”?
The Connectivity Project: Plants have Wings
● How do plants have wings?
● What percent of plants need pollinators? (85%)
● How much of the food you eat requires pollinators? (1 of every 3 bites)
● How do flowers communicate with pollinators? (Shape, color--some ultraviolet, markings)
● What 2 pollinators in particular are indicators of pollinator decline? (Bees & monarch butterflies)
● What has been traced to this decline? (Decrease in habitat – monocultural farming; Fertilizers on farms
and lawns & pesticides like neonicotinoids)
● What did the bike riders do to help the monarchs? (Milkweed seed balls)
● Where do we fit in this network? Are we part of a machine or a living network?
● What can you do? (Think about how your personal choices impact pollinators; Plant pollinator food;
pollinator gardens at home and school; Avoid harmful chemicals; Vote with what you eat; chose food
grown using natural fertilizers – organic; Vote at the polls – support legislators who support banning
harmful chemicals)

The Bee Project
● What type of bee mentioned in the film has experienced habitat loss? What is special about this type of
bee?
(Mason Bee)
● What did you learn about bees, that you may not have known before, from watching this film?
● How could you contribute to helping save the bees?
● In the film, the students found two ways to make an impact with one project. (Building the bee houses
and then selling them to raise money for a clean water project in Cameroon.)
● Brainstorm ideas for projects that could make positive environmental impacts in more ways than one.
A Place to Grow
● How do you think a farm like this changes the school’s environmental footprint?
● What challenges and rewards can you think of regarding having a farm at your school?
● If you had the resources to build a farm at your school, what elements would you include in your design?
● What job would you want to have on the farm?
● How could you make your school farm plans a reality? What people would you need to talk to?
The Story of Stuff
● Have you ever wondered where all the stuff we buy comes from and where it goes when we throw it out?
● What do you think of the statistics presented in this film (bearing in mind that the film was made in
2009)?
● How do you think the statistics presented in the film have changed since 2009? Better/worse?
● What do you think are the upper limits to our current system of “stuff” consumption?
● What examples of environmental injustice were described in the film? Do you see examples of
environmental injustice in your community?
● Describe the “golden arrow of consumption” in your own words.
● What types of planned or perceived obsolescence have you encountered?
● Describe an ad you’ve seen that exemplifies this theory.
● Think of places where you see ads every day but may not be conscious of them.
● How can you break the extraction/production/disposal cycle? (Visit www.storyofstuff.org for
ideas/inspiration.)
E-waste and Me
● How is e-waste created? (planned obsolescence – expensive repair)
● Why is e-waste dangerous? (toxins into atmosphere and ground)
● How can you decrease your personal e-waste?
● Can government regulation help?
each film on the right side of the screen to view the full description and production notes below.
Drowning in Plastic
● Why are plastic straws a problem? (do not degrade – hard to recycle)
● Do you usually use a straw when eating in a restaurant? At home?
● How many are used in just the US per day? (5 million)
● What types of plastic products are found in ocean masses? (Chip & candy wrappers, bottle caps, drink
bottles, straws & stirrers, shopping bags)
● Where do microplastics come from? How much the sand on Hawaii beaches is microplastic? (15%)
● What is being done? (Some restaurants are discouraging use of straws or changing to biodegradable
straws)
● What can you do? (Reduce your use of plastics, take the Shed the Straw pledge)

No Time to Waste
● What issue do the filmmakers address? (How to reduce waste of resources)
● How do the students in the film suggest change can occur?
(Efforts together; See problems and solutions)
● Can young folks make a difference? (Effort together may influence change)
● What ways do the film suggest that you can work together to influence change? (Recycle, reuse,
repurpose)
Walking for a Happier Earth
● How many pounds of CO2 are released when a vehicle burns one gallon of gas?
● What does this statement mean? "Cars have a footprint even before they're used".
● What does this statement mean? "The end of a cars life is not the end of it's footprint".
● What are some things that influence the size of a car's footprint.
● This is a very clever film. How was it made?
Rebel Bells
● What issue moved the adults to begin the formation of the Rebel Bells? (Petroleum coke particles
blowing into the neighborhoods)
● What did the film define as environmental injustice & racism? (Corporate gain at the sacrifice of air,
water, people)
● Do you believe corporations actually know what they are doing when they pollute neighborhoods?
● How are the girls of the Rebel Bells overcoming the fear they experience by living in these areas?
(Gaining knowledge, becoming empowered, becoming connected to nature, learning how to lead,
learning how to protect themselves)
Madhvi the Advocate
● What environmental theme are you most passionate about?
● What parks around Colorado are you interested in visiting? Why?
● What inspired you most about Madhvi’s story?
● What are some simple things you can do at home or school to help with Madhvi’s cause?
● What is an advocate? How could you become an environmental advocate like Madhvi?
I am Cheo
● What is Cheo’s relationship to all elements of the earth?
● As the film progresses, how does Cheo feel about what is happening to the environment?
● How does Cheo propose to make a difference?
(Live safer, adapt, rebuild, recover, change the future, accept responsibility, have hope, be both a
student & teacher, tell the story in own way)
● What does Cheo mean when he says, “I am You”?
Dark Chocolate
● What social issues are suggested in this film?
● What did you find out about how chocolate is produced?
● Do you know how to find out where your chocolate comes from?
● Did this film inspire you to find out about other products that may be produced using slave and/or child
labor?
● Will you now begin to educate yourself about where and how the things you buy are produced?

CONNECTIVITY PROJECT
Are you looking for relevant and versatile curriculum to share with your
students during this challenging time in education? If so, we think you will
want to know about Connectivity Project’s inspiring educational films series
and accompanying curriculum.
We are ALL affected by the current pandemic, the fight against social inequities, and
environmental degradation. There is no doubt that these circumstances show us how
deeply interconnected and interdependent we are. Now more than ever, it is crucial
to teach how the ripple effects of our actions impact others.
We know that your time is precious and as such we have prepared a short video to
make it easy for you to understand how our versatile curriculum can work for you and
your online class or on-site classroom. Just click here.
We have a special discounted offer that you can access by using this private link.
You can also reach us at connectivityproject.com for more information and to sign up
for our mailing list.
To learn more, please read further:

How many times have you wondered if what you do makes a
difference in the world? If you knew that your actions
mattered, would that impact your choices? Consider
addressing these topics with your students.
Its questions like these that drove us to create CONNECTIVITY PROJECT for
classrooms, congregations, organizations, and other communities.
Our series of 15-minute beautiful and engaging films with accompanying study guide
are perfect for use in a classroom session. Timely and relevant for this period we are
living in, we provide a versatile educational and awareness raising experience that can
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be used online, as well as in person. Developed for students, 5th grade through
adulthood, our short videos and supplemental exercises and projects are an effective
and easy-to-use program highlighting how each of our actions impact our shared
world.
“You never know how a single thing you do will aﬀect others in the grand scheme of things.
It causes me to think more before I act.” – R. Les- 10th grade student, Oregon

Topics & disciplines addressed
Social justice, Diversity, Equity, Science, Social Studies, Language Arts,
Human Rights, Pollination, Activism, Anthropology, and more.
Social & Emotional Learning based.
You can find all of this information on our website; however, we will share a bit of it
here too.
Along with our offerings to schools we are excited to also offer presentations with this
material, for community groups, congregations, and organizations.
What you receive when you sign up:
•Easy
•A

access to three 15 min. videos via online links.

chart for teachers with the NGSS standards you will fulfill when working with our

program.
•Discussion

guide and curricular materials and interactive assignments are provided,

for before and after watching the films, along with a wide variety of projects to
facilitate further discussion and understanding. Both self-directed and group
learning, as well as research prompts.
•Supplemental
•Resources

handouts augmenting the lessons.

to complement each lesson.
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Our episodes include:
Interconnec7ons- Combining ancient indigenous wisdom with modern science, we explore
how our contemporary culture can beneﬁt from an awareness of interconnectedness, and
how our ac;ons and ways of being impact more than we can even measure.
Trailer: h@ps://vimeo.com/405615637
Plants Have Wings- We explore the interdependence between plants, insects, food and
more, as we follow an inspired cyclist on a journey to help the monarch bu@erﬂies and learn
about our reliance on pollinators, and their dependence on us (and the choices we make).
Trailer: h@ps://vimeo.com/405616019
Speaking Out! - We get inspired in seeing the interconnec;ons when an unlikely high school
student speaks out in defense of what she knows is right.
Trailer: h@ps://vimeo.com/405616508
Thank you for your interest,
In Connec7on,
Rose Madrone
Director/Producer
rose@connec;vityproject.com

Review from the classroom:
"I think about our current situaDon in our naDon and around the world and how this pandemic revolves around
‘connecDvity’…because of your project I have a tool to talk about these issues/situaDons with my students in a way
that they can understand.”
- B. Creswell ,5th grade teacher- Iowa
“This series of short ﬁlms provides inspiring stories and vigneLes that support a greater awareness of the
interrelated systems of life. The ﬁlm series will be a great jumping oﬀ point for students, teachers, and community
members who are interested in considering a range of environmental studies, stewardship acDviDes, or advocacy
that can make a diﬀerence.'
- T. Derr, Assoc. Professor of Environmental Studies, California State University, Monterey Bay
"The ConnecDvity Project - whether shown individually or as a complete set - ought to be viewed by every single
person around the globe.”
- C. Thompson, Assoc. Professor of Teacher Educa7on, Cardinal Stritch University, Wisconsin
-

Your curriculum is so relevant and should be shared with as many teachers as possible. It is an excellent resource
for this ;me of online learning.
-J. Pardi, educa7on coordinator, NatureBridge Outdoor School, Calif
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